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Investment Strategy

“Scalping trading style focusing on one of the most stable and solid trend forming US
Index for fast proﬁts and impressive growth and ultra-low drawdown.”
The strategy focuses on manually scalping/day trading the Dow Jones symbol to maximize the
opportuni�es that this US based index provides. With many years experience of the Dow Jones, we
implement this knowledge with the help of private indicators to execute the scalping trades at the
best possible point and exit to bring consistent proﬁts. The strategy does not involve arbitrage, grid,
mar�ngale, averaging, hedging or pyramiding and is performed by a team or traders that monitor
the markets 24/5. The strategy does not involve con�nuous trading, instead it is preferred to wait
strong signals to execute the scaling strategy and lock in proﬁts.
Risk Management
Risk management is key to success and the strategy combines all elements of trading to keep risk at
the lowest level possible. As the strategy is scalping and day trading we avoid retracement of trends
and to reduce risk exposure. The strategy executes medium volume orders so can be considered
medium risk although results of the strategy provide low risk output as there is implemented capital
protec�on and risk management to keep risk as low as possible.

Account Management Highlights
Risk: Low/Medium
Investment:Minimum $ 1,000
Total Winning Trades: 84.11%
Maximum Drawdown: 1.36 %
Growth: 74%
Performance Fee: 25%
Trading Style: Manual Day Trading

Trading crypto exchange markets carry a substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for everyone. Only
genuine "risk" funds should be used in such investments. Past performance reports and records do not
guarantee future performance, statistics or estimated returns. Any information provided must not, under no
circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment. No one can
guarantee profits or freedom from loss as well as any guarantee to limit the extent of losses. investors are
advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering a programme.
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Real Account Statistics

How to connect to your PAMM Mana ger
In order to invest in a managed Crypto Managed Account, please follow the below steps:
1. Create a Live TradeCx Account
2. Fund your Account with the minimum required
3. Sign and return LPOA (Limited Power of A�orney):
h�p://www.tradecx.com/documents/LPOA.pdf
4. Your account will be a�ached to your manager within 24 hours

Trading crypto exchange markets carry a substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for everyone. Only
genuine "risk" funds should be used in such investments. Past performance reports and records do not
guarantee future performance, statistics or estimated returns. Any information provided must not, under no
circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment. No one can
guarantee profits or freedom from loss as well as any guarantee to limit the extent of losses. investors are
advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering a programme.

